
Janine Harrington - Freelance Producer call out
Satelliser: a dance for the gallery

Role
- Freelance Producer - (Part time)
- £4000 fee - anticipated as 20 days @ £200 p/d between Spring 2021 -

Spring 2022
- Exact days per week/month to be discussed in relation to proposed (and

revised) project timeline

Overview
Janine Harrington is an award-winning neurodivergent artist. She has been
making work since 2010 and her portfolio of choreographic projects engages
people in public space as audience and participants; praised for accessibility and
rigour.

Janine is looking to engage a Producer to work with her on the development and
rearranged tour of Satelliser: a dance for the gallery, as well as on accompanying
digital activity including a forthcoming podcast series and digital publication.
While the role is initially and primarily focussed on Satelliser, Janine is
fundraising for her wider practice, of which this role could be a part.

Satelliser is one of the works selected for gallery touring with CONTINUOUS
Network, a four-year partnership between BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
(Gateshead) and Siobhan Davies Dance (London). Partner organisations include
Bluecoat (Liverpool), Nottingham Contemporary, Tramway (Glasgow) Turner
Contemporary (Margate), and Dance4 (Nottingham) and Yorkshire Dance
(Leeds). Satelliser will be presented at BALTIC CCA, Turner Contemporary and
Bluecoat. Touring dates from 2020 and 2021 are being revised as a result of the
Pandemic.

About Satelliser: a dance for the gallery
Satelliser: a dance for the gallery (2016/22) is a durational performance for an
intergenerational and international group of women which commenced
re-development for 2020 through a successful but unexpected remote discursive



rehearsal process due to Covid-19. The live work involves layers of dancing and
conversation in response to visitors’ movements, playing with the subject/ object
orientation of performance and welcoming dialogue with audiences. An intention
is to model an intergenerational, international, and female-led space where
listening practices function as a foundation for empathy across difference. In
2020 a diverse group of collaborating artists (coworkers) have worked with skill
and plurality of experiences to explore complex topics e.g. speeds of
infrastructure and discourse, institutional forgetting, gossip, consent as a field,
the baggage of classical forms.

About the Artist
Janine’s practice is underpinned by research focused on developing interactive,
participative and poetic experiences for audiences, participants and
collaborators. She has honed her practice alongside performing in museum
contexts across Europe, teaching, writing and advocating around neurodiversity.
Janine’s touring projects have been presented at the Wellcome Collection,
Brighton Festival, Cambridge Junction, Nottdance, Dance Umbrella, V&A
Museums and internationally at Inkonst in Malmö, Sånafest in Norway and Tanz
in Winterthur Switzerland.

Producer brief
The role will primarily involve working closely with Janine and the CONTINUOUS
Network Producer and will include:

- Supporting revision of project timeline to account for COVID-19 changes to
planned activity

- Working with Janine and non-CONTINUOUS Network partners (South East
Dance, Dance City) to develop digital and publication activity in liaison with
a digital content producer and commissioned publication designer

- Liaising with the Satelliser coworkers on all aspects of the project: checking
availability, putting together and disseminating rehearsal and touring
schedules, compiling access and production requirements and issuing
contracts

- Ensuring project, artist and access requirements are clearly communicated
to CONTINUOUS Network Producer



- Working with Janine to develop robust administrative and financial systems
and in particular, managing/overseeing the Satelliser budget

- Supporting tour management and delivery in liaison with the
CONTINUOUS Network Producer. This may include travelling to and
supporting presentations on site where appropriate.

- Providing support as required to the Artist during creation, rehearsal and
touring period

- Establish and maintain relationships with existing and potential
stakeholders, securing partners and commissioners for future projects
together with the Artist

- Working with Janine and partners on completing required interim and final
project evaluation and reporting for Arts Council England

Person specification
- Minimum of 5 years’ experience working as a Producer on behalf of

artists/organisations, primarily within dance/theatre/visual arts
- Interest in supporting a neurodivergent artist

How to apply
- Up to date CV and cover letter/email outlining why you are interested in the

role. Alternative formats such as video and audio files are very much
welcome.

- Deadline for submissions is Friday 7th May, 12pm.
- Please send your application to janine@janineharrington.com with the

subject line ‘Freelance Producer Application’

mailto:janine@janineharrington.com

